CITY OF GREENFIELD
ARROYO SECO GROUNDWATER SUSTAINABILITY AGENCY
ADVISORY COMMITTEE SPECIAL MEETING
JANUARY 6, 2021 AT 9:00 A.M.
Attendance and Public Comment Changes Due to COVID-19
The Arroyo Seco Groundwater Sustainability Agency (ASGSA) Advisory Committee will be
conducting a special meeting on January 6, 2021. Given the current Shelter-in-Place Order covering
Monterey County and the Social Distance Guidelines issued by Federal, State, and Local Authorities,
the Agency is implementing the following changes for attendance and public comment.
The Agency meeting to be held on January 6, 2021 at 9:00 a.m. via Zoom:
Please click the link below to join the webinar:
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83454251448?pwd=MzNzenJVVHZiN1BORzJiemt5YnBhdz09
Meeting ID: 834 5425 1448
Passcode: 188896
Or iPhone one-tap :
US: +16699006833,,83454251448#,,,,*188896# or +12532158782,,83454251448#,,,,*188896#
Or Telephone:
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location):
US: +1 669 900 6833 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 346 248 7799 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or
+1 929 205 6099
Passcode: 188896

Unfortunately, physical attendance by the public cannot be accommodated given the current
circumstances and the need to ensure the health and safety of the Agency Board, staff, and the public
as a whole.
If you wish to make a general public comment or public comment on a particular item on the agenda,
you must submit your public comments by e-mail to: cityclerk@ci.greenfield.ca.us. In the subject
line of the e-mail, please state your name and the item you are commenting on. If you wish to submit
a public comment on more than one agenda item, please send a separate e-email for each item you are
commenting on. Please be aware that written public comments, including your name, may become
public information. Additional requirements for submitting public comments by e-mail are provided
below.
General Public Comments & Comments on Agency Business Items
There will be time for questions, answers and discussion following the presentation. If there are a large number
of participants, we might need to mute everyone globally and un-mute individuals when it is their turn to talk.
You can unmute yourself by clicking (on/off) the microphone icon in the frame that shows your picture. To
indicate that you would like to speak, you can literally raise your hand so that your camera sees it, click on the
“raise hand” tool, or send the host a message in the “chat” window (another tool on the Zoom toolbar).

For general public comments regarding specific Agency Business Items, all public comments must be
received by e-mail no later than 8:30 a.m. on January 6, 2021. Comments received by this time will be
read aloud by a staff member during the applicable agenda item, provided that such comments may be
read within the normal three (3) minutes allotted to each speaker. Any portion of your comment
extending past three (3) minutes may not be read aloud due to time restrictions. If a general public
comment or comment on a business item is received after 8:30 a.m. efforts will be made to read your

comment into the record. However, staff cannot guarantee that written comments received after 8:30
a.m. will be read. All written comments that are not read into the record will be made part of the
meeting minutes, provided that such comments are received prior to the end of the Agency meeting.
Public Hearings
For public comment on a public hearing, all public comments must be received by the close of the public
hearing period. All comments received by the close of the public hearing period will be read aloud by a staff
member during the applicable agenda item, provided that such comments may be read within the normal
three (3) minutes allotted to each speaker. Any portion of your comment extending past three (3) minutes
may not be read aloud due to time restrictions. If a comment on a public hearing item is received after the
close of the public hearing, such comment will be made part of the meeting minutes, provided that such
comment is received prior to the end of the meeting.
*PLEASE BE AWARE THAT ANY PUBLIC COMMENTS RECEIVED THAT DO NOT
SPECIFY A PARTICULAR AGENDA ITEM WILL BE READ ALOUD DURING THE GENERAL
PUBLIC COMMENT PORTION OF THE AGENDA.*
The Agency thanks you for your cooperation in advance. Our community’s health and safety is our highest
priority.

ASGSA
Advisory Committee Special Meeting
Greenfield Civic Center
599 El Camino Real
Greenfield, CA 93927
Meeting Agenda
January 6, 2021
9:00 a.m.
Your courtesy is requested to help our meeting run smoothly.
Please follow the following rules of conduct for public participation in the meetings:

·
·

Refraining from public displays or outbursts such as unsolicited applause, comments or cheering.
Any disruptive activities that substantially interfere with the ability of the Agency to carry out its meeting will
not be permitted, and offenders will be requested to leave the meeting.
PLEASE TURN OFF CELL PHONES AND PAGERS

The Arroyo Seco Groundwater Sustainability Agency Advisory Committee Meeting will be
conducting its special meeting on January 6, 2021. Given the current Shelter-in-Place
Order covering Monterey County and the Social Distance Guidelines issued by Federal,
State, and Local Authorities, the Agency is implementing changes for attendance and
public comment. The Groundwater Sustainability Agency meeting to be held on January
6, 2021 at 9:00 a.m. will only be accessible online. Please review the Agency’s Attendance
and Public Comments Changes Due to COVID-19 for further information.
1. PUBLIC COMMENTS REGARDING ITEMS ON THE AGENDA – A three-minute time limit
may be imposed on all speakers. PLEASE NOTE: Given the current Shelter-in-Place Order
covering Monterey County and the Social Distance Guidelines issued by Federal, State, and
Local Authorities, the Agency is implementing changes for attendance and public comment.
Please review the Agency’s Attendance and Public Comments Changes Due to COVID-19 for
additional information. Please be further aware that all public comments must be submitted
via email to the following email address: cityclerk@ci.greenfield.ca.us.
2. RECEIVE AND REVIEW THE PROPOSED ARROYO SECO GROUNDWATER
SUSTAINABILITY AGENCY MANAGEMENT AREA: DOCUMENTATION OF BOUNDARY
DELINEATION
a. Staff Report
b. Public Comments
c. Committee – Review / Comments
3. ADJOURNMENT
In compliance with the American With Disabilities Act, if you need special assistance to participate in this meeting, please contact the
City Clerk at (831) 674-5591. Notification 48 hours prior to the meeting will enable the City to make reasonable arrangements to
ensure accessibility to the meeting (CFR 35.102-35.104 ADA Title II).
*********************************************************************************
This agenda is duly posted outside City Hall and on the City of Greenfield web site

December 4, 2020

MEMORANDUM
To:

Curtis Weeks, Arroyo Seco Groundwater Sustainability Agency
Donna Meyers, Salinas Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency

From:

Gus Yates, Senior Hydrologist, Todd Groundwater
Derrik Williams, Principal Hydrogeologist, Montgomery & Associates

Re:

Arroyo Seco Management Area: Documentation of Boundary Delineation

The Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA) allows one or more management
areas to be defined within a basin. A management area is defined as “an area within a basin
for which the [Groundwater Sustainability] Plan may identify different minimum thresholds,
measurable objectives, monitoring, or projects and management actions based on
differences in water use sector, water source type, geology, aquifer characteristics, or other
factors” (SGMA regulations §351 (r)). Section 354.20(a) further clarifies that “Each Agency
may define one or more management areas within a basin if the Agency has determined
that creation of management areas will facilitate implementation of the Plan. Management
areas may define different minimum thresholds and be operated to different measurable
objectives than the basin at large, provided that undesirable results are defined consistently
throughout the basin.”
The proposed boundaries of the Arroyo Seco Management Area (MA) in the Forebay
Subbasin were established in fall 2020 through a series of discussions among the Arroyo
Seco Groundwater Sustainability Agency, the Salinas Valley Groundwater Sustainability
Agency and affected landowners. In accordance with SGMA regulations, the boundaries
were selected to enclose an area of the Subbasin that has a combination of unique water
source types, geology, aquifer characteristics, and other factors. Additional factors included
parcel boundaries and consideration of future urban growth defined for the City of
Greenfield. Each of these factors is discussed below.
A map of the Arroyo Seco Management Area is shown in Figure 1. Various segments of the
boundary are labeled to facilitate discussion in the text. All boundaries coincide with land
parcel boundaries, so individual parcels are either entirely inside or outside of the
management area. This parcel-based delineation is necessary because one of the functions
of a management area is to determine fees for administering the Sustainable Groundwater
Management Act, and fees are collected on a parcel basis. Another global consideration is
that the management area should have a relatively simple outline with complete internal
coverage. Ragged edges, holes and “islands” should be avoided.
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Factor 1: Geomorphology
The geomorphology correlates with the unique geology and aquifer characteristics of the
management area. The Arroyo Seco MA is within the Arroyo Seco Cone, which is a
geomorphic feature created over millions of years. The Arroyo Seco watershed is relatively
large and discharges a substantial volume of sediment into the Salinas Valley. The sediment
is deposited as a cone-shaped alluvial fan where the river enters the Salinas Valley. Over
geologic time, this deposition “pushed” the Salinas River over to the eastern side of the
Valley. The extent of the alluvial fan has been mapped by various investigators: this
memorandum adopts the boundary estimated in the Hydrogeologic Investigation: Arroyo
Seco Cone (Staal, Gardner & Dunne, 1994), also known as the “Feeney boundary”. The
Arroyo Seco Cone boundary is shown on Figure 1. This unique depositional environment of
the Arroyo Seco Cone has some effect on groundwater flow because the Arroyo Seco
deposited coarser sediments than were deposited in adjacent areas by the Salinas River,
resulting in locally high permeabilities. Additionally, the groundwater budget around the
Arroyo Seco is unique because of the strong influence of recharge from the Arroyo Seco.
The boundary of the Arroyo Seco Cone was used to define most of the western and
southern boundaries of the Arroyo Seco MA.
Factor 2: Groundwater Quality
Current groundwater quality is primarily the result of centuries of natural groundwater flow
and therefore provides a retrospective view of the region influenced by Arroyo Seco
recharge. Groundwater that is derived from the Sierra de Salinas mountains along the
southwest side of the Salinas Valley—including Arroyo Seco recharge—is low in total
dissolved solids (TDS) compared to groundwater that derives from the marine Pancho Rico
Formation that is exposed on the slopes of the Gabilan Range along the northeastern side of
the Salinas Valley. These two sources of recharge emanating from the two sides of the valley
result in a diffuse gradient between relatively low-TDS and relatively high-TDS groundwater,
as shown in Figure 2. Wells with low-TDS groundwater are shown with green and blue dots
on this figure, and are clustered in the western half of the Subbasin. Wells with high-TDS
groundwater are shown with red and orange dots on this figure, and are clustered in the
eastern half of the Subbasin.
The two major types of groundwater quality also differ in ionic composition. The
proportions of major ions were plotted by two methods to explore whether wells could be
clearly grouped based on ionic composition. The first method used Stiff plots, which show
the three major cations to the left of a vertical axis and the three major anions to the right,
with the plotted points connected by line segments that produce a polygon. Stiff plots for a
number of wells sampled during 2015-2017 for the Regional Water Quality Control Board’s
Irrigated Lands Regulatory Program are shown in Figure 3. There was a subtle but common
difference among the stiff plots—primarily related to the amount of calcium—that allowed
the wells to be divided into three groups: Arroyo Seco type (shown in red), Salinas River type
(shown in green), and intermediate (shown in yellow). After classifying all of the available
water quality measurements, the results were plotted on a map, as shown in Figure 4. Wells
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with Arroyo Seco type water quality are located along a corridor that closely parallels the
Arroyo Seco. The region characterized by Salinas River type water extends west through
Greenfield and farther north along Highway 101.
The second method of analysis was to plot the proportions of major ions on trilinear plots
(also known as Piper plots). If there are consistent differences in composition of samples
from different parts of the Arroyo Seco Cone region, the data will cluster into groups on the
plot. Figure 5 shows a trilinear plot of samples from wells close to the Arroyo Seco and wells
close to the Salinas River. The two groups were essentially indistinguishable with respect to
anions, but there was some differentiation based on cations, primarily calcium. Using the
same data set that was used for the Stiff plots, all wells were classified as belonging to one
group or the other, then plotted on a map. The result is shown in Figure 6. The blue dots on
this figure define an area that appears to be influenced by recharge from the Arroyo Seco
based on this analysis. This approach also produced a swath of Arroyo Seco-type wells along
the Arroyo Seco, but it extended slightly farther east—to about Highway 101—and also
continued north along the Salinas river below the Arroyo Seco confluence.
Because calcium appeared to be a key discriminator between groundwater derived from
Sierra de Salinas/Arroyo Seco sources and Gabilan Range/Salinas River sources, a map was
created of calcium concentration as a fraction of total cations (both in milliequivalents per
liter). The resulting map color-coded by class interval is shown in Figure 7. As in the other
water quality plots, locations with a high percentage of calcium form a band along the
Arroyo Seco, transitioning to low percentages near the Salinas River. The middle of the
transition range falls roughly along Highway 101, from Greenfield northward.
Factor 3: Groundwater Levels
Groundwater levels provide a more current view of areas influenced by recharge from the
Arroyo Seco and Salinas River, respectively, because the two rivers have different flow
regimes. Although groundwater levels are also influenced by local pumping, the river flow
regimes are different enough that the recharge from each river can be seen in hydrographs.
Salinas River flow has been substantially regulated by Nacimiento and San Antonio
Reservoirs since the mid-1960s. As a result of regulation, high flows in winter have been
reduced and summer flows have been steady and moderate. Unlike the natural hydrology of
the Arroyo Seco, Salinas River flows in summer have been quite consistent from year to
year, except during droughts. For example, large dry-season releases from the reservoirs
were not made during 2014-2016 due to inadequate storage in the reservoirs. Without the
normal recharge from the Salinas River, water levels in wells near the river progressively
declined during that 3-year period, as illustrated by several examples in Figure 8. Annual
discharge in the Arroyo Seco was considerably below normal due to the drought, but the
flow events that did occur were sufficient to prevent progressive water-level declines in
wells near that river. Hydrographs some several wells in that area are shown in Figure 9.
Using these two patterns as a guide, all long-term hydrographs of groundwater levels in the
southern half of the Forebay Subbasin were classified according to the degree to which they
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exhibited the Arroyo Seco pattern versus the Salinas River pattern. The result is the map
shown in Figure 10. The pattern is quite similar to the patterns exhibited by groundwater
quality data. Wells close to the Arroyo Seco exhibited strong Arroyo Seco influence (shown
in blue), transitioning to strong Salinas River influence for wells near that river (shown in
red). The middle of the transition zone is approximately demarcated by Highway 101.
Factor 4: City and Water District Boundaries and Future Growth
One criterion for defining management areas is a unique water source type. Jurisdictional
boundaries of local agencies and the service areas of water purveyors affect both the source
of water used in the jurisdiction, and the range of possible groundwater management
actions. They can also affect groundwater quality over the long term if high-quality water is
delivered and used in an area with poor existing water quality. In the Arroyo Seco area, two
local jurisdictions extend from the area of Arroyo Seco influence into the area of Salinas
River influence: the City of Greenfield and Clark Colony Water Company (CCWC). Both of
these jurisdictions convey high-quality Arroyo Seco-derived water to parts of their service
areas underlain by non-Arroyo Seco influenced groundwater. A buffer was included around
the City of Greenfield to allow for future growth and its sphere of influence.
Factor 5: Complete, Contiguous Coverage (Arroyo Seco Canyon)
The Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA) requires that all parts of a basin be
managed under a groundwater sustainability plan (GSP). The boundary of the Forebay
Subbasin as delineated by the California Department of Water Resources extends several
miles up the Arroyo Seco canyon from the main part of the Salinas Valley. This “panhandle”
area consists of a relatively narrow and thin body of alluvium along the Arroyo Seco where
groundwater levels and quality are clearly tied to the Arroyo Seco. Thus, this region is also
included in the Arroyo Seco MA.
Delineating the management area boundary in the panhandle area is complicated because a
number of large parcels overlap the basin boundary (see Figure 1). The rule preferred by
stakeholders is to classify a parcel as inside the management area if more than half of the
parcel area is within the basin. An overriding factor, however, is a requirement that there be
no gaps in the extent of the management area.
Segment-by-Segment Boundary Discussion
The weight given to each of the foregoing factors varied from segment to segment along the
Arroyo Seco MA boundary. A brief description of the primary considerations in delineating
the boundary segments labeled in Figure 1 is presented below:
•
•

Segment A: West. This segment generally follows the boundary of the Arroyo Seco
Cone defined by Staal, Gardner, and Dunne (1994).
Segment B: North. This boundary is between the areas of Salinas River and Arroyo
Seco influence in groundwater hydrographs. It excludes an area of declining water
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•

•

•
•

•

levels where a concentration of irrigation wells supply vineyards located on hillsides
to the west. To some extent it also reflects landowner preference.
Segment C: Northeast. This segment is just east of Highway 101, with substantial
zigzag because parcels are large and the boundaries are not consistently parallel to
Highway 101. This boundary follows the transition in water quality and hydrograph
pattern from Salinas River influence to Arroyo Seco influence.
Segment D: East end of CCWC. This excursion to the east follows the CCWC service
area boundary and keeps the entire service area within the Arroyo Seco MA. It also
includes Greenfield’s wastewater treatment plant, thereby preventing that parcel of
land from becoming an “island” part of the MA.
Segment E: Southeast. This segment connects diagonally from the CCWC southern
boundary to the Arroyo Seco Cone boundary near Highway 101. It allows for future
urban growth around Greenfield.
Segment F: South. Water quality and hydrograph data are sparse and transitional
between Arroyo Seco and Salinas River influences along the southern boundary
west of Highway 101. The geomorphic boundary of the Arroyo Seco Cone defined by
Staal, Gardner, and Dunne (1994) was selected for this boundary segment.
Segment G: Panhandle. All parcels that are at least 50 percent within the basin
boundary are included in the management area, with no gaps in management area
coverage along the Arroyo Seco.
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